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Cherish every moment of your pregnancy, from bump to new baby, with this adorable keepsake

book, featuring the fresh art of Stacy Peterson. Record special memories-sharing the big news,

planning for the new baby, and baby's arrival-in guided fill-ins. Place pictures and keepsakes in

photo spaces and storage pocket, and decorate the pages with the included stickers. This book will

become a priceless keepsake to return to again and again.
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This book is just so cute! I believe it would be better for a first pregnancy, but if you're as

sentimental as I am, its perfect even for the second baby. In fact, I wish I would've seen this with my

first. This is a mix between a baby book and a journal. SO cute. It is very girly and it is for traditional

families as it says mommy and daddy throughout the book frequently. I'm not girl at all, so there

may be a few blank pages, but there are such cute things that I wouldn't think to write about. I may

just have to re-do my first babies journal. This would make a wonderful gift for an expectant mother!

I love this journal! I purchased another pregnancy journal prior to this one and was really

disappointed. I did my research to find the perfect book and stumbled upon this! I like how it guides

you along by asking questions that pertain to your pregnancy, such as reactions, feelings and

thoughts to specific moments. Nothing seems to be left out! If you are looking for more of a free

write journal, then it probably wouldn't be a good fit for you.

I love this journal. I bought it at Barnes and Noble on discount when I had my first baby. I have had



a hard time finding pregnancy journals again, so I was pleased to find this one on  now that I am

expecting my second baby! It has a ton of questions and pages for pictures. The colors are on the

girly-er side, but they do have stickers for both boys and girls. I was able to fill out almost all of the

pages, the questions aren't too random or too specific that I had to skip a lot. I did have to skip the

page on Parenting classes because we didn't take one, but other than that, its not a big deal. It has

a pocket to hold extras and picture spaces for your growing belly, baby's arrival, announcements,

etc.

This book is too cute!! I love it! It allows for pictures to be put in it at certain points of your

pregnancy. Plenty of space to write in detail the cute questions they ask you. I am SO happy I

purchased this for myself :)

Adorable keepsake book. Great price for such a great keepsake. Bought it for my sister and she is

so excited to document her pregnancy. Looks super cute and is hard cover. Should hold up and last

well.

A very cute scrapbook! i've had a lot of fun working on it throughout my pregnancy. The only issue I

have with it is that it assumes everyone goes to the doctor or hospital for birth, so there are a couple

pages in there that are irrelevant to me (I'm giving birth at home with a midwife). I do love the pocket

at the back for holding keepsakes.

I bought this journal for my baby sister, along with the Keepsake Calendar.My sister really loves it.

It's perfect if you want to keep memories of those little and important details.Would definitely buy it

again.

I am100% percent satisfied with this keepsake book. Itsv really cute. I ordered 2 copies used but

they both showed up practically brand New so I will keep one and dedicated the other one to my

unborn child. I LOVE IT!!!
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